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【First part and introduction】

Welcome to use this software and services!

In order to use the software and services, you should read and abide by this Privacy Policy. Please

be sure to read carefully, fully understand the terms and conditions, and choose to accept or not.

You have no right to download, install or use this software and related services unless you have

read and accepted all the terms of this agreement. Your download, installation, use and other

behaviors are deemed that you have read and agreed to be bound by the above agreement.

【Information we may collect】

When we provide services, we may collect, store and use the following information about you. If

you do not provide relevant information, you may not be able to register as our user or enjoy

some of the services we provide, or you may not be able to achieve the intended effect of the

relevant services.

We collect data based on your interactions with us and the choices you make, including your

privacy settings and the products and features you use. The data we collect may include browser,

internet service provider, IP address, timestamp, app identifier, app version, MAC address,

International Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI), device model, language location, etc.

In order to ensure that users can normally use specific face recognition functions (including but

not limited to comic face, time machine, motion photos), when users agree to authorize us to

access the camera or album, we will collect facial features data in mobile phone photos：

1. Only when the user authorizes us to access the album or camera to obtain the mug shot in the

device and select or take the photo to upload, we will collect the face information of the picture.

2. After the user uploads the photo, we will use our own technology -- deep learning to process

the facial feature data in the photo, analyze the information on the photo, automatically capture

the position and shape of the facial features in the photo, and feedback the effect drawing to the

user.

3. After the user makes the effect drawing, the picture will only be kept in the APP and system

album, and the user can choose to delete the saved effect drawing.

4. After the user deletes the APP, the renderings saved in the APP will also be deleted.

【Your information we obtain】

We may collect the following information when you use the service:

permission name
Permission function

description
Use scenario or purpose

Allow access to

camera permission

For shooting and

uploading pictures, etc.

After the user takes a photo and uploads it, it

is used to generate special effects

renderings/videos

Allow access to

album permissions

Help users save and read

photos

1. User-generated renderings/videos are

saved to the album

2. The user selects pictures from the album to

generate special effects pictures/videos

【How we use information】

We may use the information collected in the course of providing services to you for the following

purposes:



provide services to you;

·For authentication, customer service, security, fraud detection, archiving and backup purposes

when we provide services, to ensure the security of the products and services we provide to you;

· help us design new services and improve our existing services;

· Software certification or management of software upgrades.

【How do you manage your personal information】

If you want to revoke the authorization of each permission granted by the software, you can

revoke the relevant consent through the permission setting path of your device

(Settings->Apps->Permissions).

You can also view this privacy policy on the software, path: My->Settings->Privacy Policy

【Disclosure and Publicity of Personal Information】

We respect and protect your privacy and promise that we will not disclose the user's personally

identifiable information to any third party or

Individuals, unless in compliance with the Privacy Policy, unless:

1. You agree to disclose your personal information;

2. The user's personal information is required by law, government or judicial authority;

3. In order to protect the legitimate rights and interests of us or other users or public safety and

public interests, in emergency situations, when necessary, it is necessary to

Disclosure of information.

【information security and storage】

We only retain your personal information for the period necessary for the purposes described in

this "Privacy Policy" and for the time limit required by laws and regulations.

Deep Learning, a facial recognition technology, processes the facial feature data in the photos,

analyzes the information on the photos, automatically captures the position and shape of the

facial features in the photos, and gives feedback to the users. We do everything reasonably

practicable.

We will use Deep Learning, a facial recognition technology, processes the facial feature data in

the photos, analyzes the information on the photos, automatically captures the position and

shape of the facial features in the photos, and gives feedback to the users. We do everything

reasonably practicable to ensure that no irrelevant personal information is collected. The

collected information will be stored in the server, by a dedicated security group.

The team implements security hardening (including sensitive information reporting, encrypted

storage and regular clearance), and sets the highest access rights.

We promise not to disclose users' private data to other third parties for sharing. We attach great

importance to users' private data. At the same time,we store users' personal information for a

period of time that is required by law or reasonably necessary to realize product functions and

services within the time limit. We will delete the personal information that exceeds the deadline

immediately.

【Region and period of information storage】

1. Storage location: In accordance with the provisions of laws and regulations, we will only store

the collected personal information about you in the territory of the People's Republic of China. At

present, we do not currently have the scenario of cross-border storage of your personal

information or provision of personal information overseas. If it is really necessary to transfer data

across borders, we will clearly inform you separately (including the purpose of data export,



recipient, use method and scope, use content, security measures, security risks, etc.), and obtain

your consent. Authorized consent, we will ensure that the data recipient has sufficient data

protection capabilities to protect your personal information.

2. Storage period: We will retain your personal information for the shortest period necessary to

provide you with products and services, so as to provide you with this function normally and

ensure the security of your account and system. In addition, we may keep your relevant

information for the necessary period stipulated by relevant laws.

3. After the above storage period is exceeded, we will delete or anonymize your personal

information.

【Intellectual Property Statement】

We are the intellectual property rights holders of this software. All copyrights, trademarks,

patents, trade secrets and other intellectual property rights of this software, as well as all

information content related to this software (including but not limited to text, pictures, audio,

video, graphics, interface design, layout framework, relevant data or electronic documents, etc.)

are protected by the laws and regulations of the People's Republic of China and corresponding

international treaties, and we enjoy the above intellectual property rights.

Without our written consent, you may not implement, utilize or transfer the above intellectual

property rights by yourself or by permitting any third party for any commercial or

non-commercial purpose, and we reserve the right to pursue legal responsibilities for the above

acts.

【change】

We may revise the terms of this Privacy Policy from time to time, and such revisions form part of

this Privacy Policy. If such revisions result in a material reduction of your rights under this Privacy

Policy, we will notify you by placing a prominent notice on the home page or sending you an

email or otherwise before the revisions take effect. In this case, if you continue to use our services,

you agree to be bound by this revised Privacy Policy.

【contact us】

If you have any questions, comments or complaints about this Privacy Policy, please contact us at:

Email: 【Gallantry_zhi@126.com】


